Police resource maximisation programs
Smarter Cities, Safer Cities

If you consider for a moment that traditionally, Police resources are stretched to capacity and it isn’t improving due to
constant issues with family violence, drug issues and other such incidents that can tie up Police for many hours at a time.
The use of the Tripwire range has repeatedly been identified as an absolute time and resource saver in that Police simply
have no need to patrol sites that are randomly hit by graffiti vandals. They simply wait for the call and attend.
Now imagine for a moment if say 10 locations were set up with portable tripwire units.
Areas that are known for drug traffic, drug use, vandalism, prostitution and other less savoury situations.
Think of the darkened laneways, back alleys and other sites that even if patrolled once or twice a night can easily miss
situations due to offenders moving out of site when a patrol comes through. So much is missed.
If you consider if say your 10 worst sites were set up, even temporarily and are all sending live feed to one designated
patrol officer, the watch house or station or even citizens on patrol, what a time saver that would be.
The ability to release officers and Police resources to do other business could not only maximise existing resources but also
focus and draw attention to situations that occur when patrols have passed.
Offenders have no idea these areas are being monitored and Police have an instant ability to focus on known activity in the
area.
While some cities have 24/7 monitored CCTV systems, the cost to install, operate and maintain such systems are
abhorrent. They can serve a purpose but when you consider that Tripwire units can be overtly or covertly secreted into
locations readily and moved to new sites at will. Its a smart and resource saving option for any City large or small.
No more hit and miss. Just straight to a site that needs the attention.

